First illustration of the Orpheus BOr.12

ORPHEUS
A VERSATILE AND LIGHTWEIGHT TURBOJET

P

OLITICALLY the history of the Orpheus turbojet is unique. hastened by employing a compressor very similar to the lowPlanned as a private venture, it has now become virtually a pressure spool of the B.E.25 Orion turboprop.
world standard in the 5,000 lb-thrust class, yet practically
By the end of 1954 Folland had completed a fair amount of
none of its development has been sponsored by the British Govern- flying with the Midge (geometrically similar to the Gnat but
ment. Few engines have developed as rapidly and achieved such powered by an Armstrong Siddeley Viper), and the Orpheus was
universal success in such diverse-applications as supersonic inter- urgently needed to enable the true Gnat to take the air the
cepters, basic trainers, transports, research aircraft and ground following year. It was accordingly decided that, as an initial
attack machines, and in the years to come the Orpheus is certain target, the Orpheus should be cleared for flight at the restricted
to prove itself even more versatile.
rating of 3,285 lb. A declared type test at this rating was successAll design and development of the Orpheus has been handled fully completed in May 1955, and the engine first flew (as the
by the great organization at Filton and Patchway which has suc- powerplant of the Gnat) in July. Five Orpheus were running by
cessively been the Engine Division of the Bristol Aeroplane April 27 of that year and during the first six months of benchCompany, Bristol Aero-Engines Ltd. and the "Bristol portion testing over 2,000 hr were run without a single major problem
of Bristol Siddeley Engines Ltd. After gaining experience with being encountered. It is particularly worth noting that these early
the B.E.I7 pilotless-bomber engine, their first essay into the engines weighed only 760 lb, some 90 lb under the original
medium-thrust field evolved around the B.E.22 Saturn. During estimate. Even at the reduced 3,285-lb rating the thrust/weight
1952, however, the Ministry of Supply requirement for this engine ratio was better than that of any other type-tested engine in
lapsed and its development was accordingly abandoned. This the world at that time.
was a blow to Mr. W. E. W. Petter, managing director of Folland
The original Orpheus carried the Ministry of Supply rating
Aircraft, who had visualized the engine as the powerplant for his designation BOr.l, and by January 1956 it had successfully comGnat light fighter, then on the drawing boards. During 1953, pleted a declared type test at its design rating of 4,050 lb. As
therefore, Bristol's Engine Division and Folland Aircraft col- designed for the Gnat, the fuel-flow requirements could be met
laborated in the design of a private-venture engine originally by a single B-size pump and the accessory gear casing was tailored
known as the B.E.26 and later given the name Orpheus.
accordingly. At heights above about 12,000ft it was possible to
Like the Saturn, the Orpheus was planned as a single-spool achieve fuel flows—and hence thrust—-equal to the values required
axial unit of relatively low pressure-ratio. After choosing 4,850 lb by the more powerful BOr.3, specified for the NATO strike
as the design rating it was found possible to restrict the weight aircraft. The BOr.3 however was designed to have a sea-level
to an estimated figure of 850 lb, by employing only two bearings rating of 4,850 lb and was therefore fitted with the larger D-size
combined with novel structural principles and extreme simplicity pump. In order to gain experience at the higher thrust it was
in the overall design of the engine and its control and accessory decided tofittwin B-size pumps on an Orpheus 1, the additional
systems.
pump being mounted on the hydraulic-pump attachment face.
During 1953 the Supreme Headquarters Allied Powers Europe
Throughout the early pan of 1956 ground-running of these
instituted a specification for a lightweight fighter and ground engines was accomplished at the full brochure rating of 4,850 1b
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